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In this prequel novella to New York Times bestselling author Wendy Corsi Staub’s psychological suspense
novel THE PERFECT STRANGER (Harpercollins, on sale now), readers are introduced to the enigmatic
Johanna Hart. Abandoned by her teenaged birth mother and raised by callous grandparents, Johanna is
determined to escape her bleak Midwest existence at any cost. But that blind ambition comes back to haunt
her years later, after she’s reinvented herself as glamorous golden girl Jenna Coeur. Now her secret past has
caught up with her, embodied in a calculating young woman who will stop at nothing to destroy her—a
woman with a strangely familiar face...

• ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Wendy Corsi Staub is the New York Times bestselling author of eighty
published books, best known for the psychological suspense novels she writes under her own name. Two of
her recent thrillers, LIVE TO TELL (HarperCollins 2010) and SLEEPWALKER (HarperCollins 2012), were
finalists for the prestigious Simon and Schuster Mary Higgins Clark award, four have won the Washington
Irving Prize for Fiction, and her latest release, THE GOOD SISTER (HarperCollins 2013) was one of a
dozen titles honored as Suspense Magazine’s Best Reads of 2013. Several books have been optioned for film
and television and she has won numerous industry awards including the RWA Rita, the Romantic Times
Career Achievement in Suspense, and the Golden Apple Award for Lifetime Achievement. Her novella
COLD HEARTED is a prequel to her new novel THE PERFECT STRANGER (HarperCollins, on sale now),
the second in a trio of social networking thrillers that will conclude with THE BLACK WIDOW (February
2015). She is under contract with HarperCollins to write a new suspense trilogy set in the fictional Hudson
Valley village Mundy’s Landing. Writing under her USA Today bestselling pseudonym Wendy Markham,
she’ll publish her twentieth romance novel, SANTA ANONYMOUS, this holiday season. Readers can find
her online at www.wendycorsistaub.com, www.wendycorsistaubcommunity.com, and
www.facebook.com/corsistaub and on twitter @wendycorsistaub.
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From reader reviews:

Edward Stevenson:

This Cold Hearted are generally reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The main
reason of this Cold Hearted can be one of several great books you must have is usually giving you more than
just simple reading through food but feed you with information that perhaps will shock your earlier
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions at e-book
and printed types. Beside that this Cold Hearted forcing you to have an enormous of experience for example
rich vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day task. So , let's have it
appreciate reading.

Kerry Giles:

The reserve untitled Cold Hearted is the book that recommended to you to read. You can see the quality of
the reserve content that will be shown to you actually. The language that creator use to explained their ideas
are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book, so the information that
they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-book of Cold Hearted from the
publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Peter Delaune:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray anyone, why because this Cold Hearted guide written by well-
known writer we are excited for well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who have read
the book. Written in good manner for you, dripping every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate your
current hunger then you still question Cold Hearted as good book not just by the cover but also through the
content. This is one reserve that can break don't ascertain book by its handle, so do you still needing another
sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already told you so why you
have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Gary Muldowney:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you could
have it in e-book way, more simple and reachable. That Cold Hearted can give you a lot of pals because by
you checking out this one book you have matter that they don't and make you actually more like an
interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This reserve offer you
information that maybe your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than various other make you to be great
folks. So , why hesitate? Let me have Cold Hearted.
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